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Message from the Guest Editor

ES cells, iPS cells, and tissue stem cells are central cells in
regenerative medicine. Recently, in the clinical application
of regenerative medicine, attention has not only been
focused on cells, but also on tissue regeneration a er
being secreted from cells. In the area of drug discovery,
drug screening using iPS cells and immortalized cells has
been widely reported. On the other hand, cancer stem cells
also have a significant impact on cancer recurrence and
metastasis. Cancer stem cells and mature cancer cells
differ significantly in the metabolism of drugs (such as
anticancer drugs).

This Special Issue invites submissions (reviews and
originals) on a wide range of research studies, including on
cell-based analysis, under the theme 'Regenerative Cell
Engineering'.

This Special Issue includes, but is not limited to, the
following:

Regenerative medicine (ES cells, iPS cells, and
tissue stem cells);
Cancer therapy (cancer stem cells, cancer-
associated fibroblasts, and cancer cell markers);
Culture methods for tissue and cancer stem cells
(2D culture, organoid culture, and xenografts);
Cell-related drug screening;
Alternative methods to animal experiments using
cells.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

You are invited to contribute a research article or a
comprehensive review for consideration and publication in
Bioengineering (ISSN 2306-5354). Bioengineering is
published in open access format – research articles,
reviews and other contents are released on the Internet
immediately a er acceptance. The scientific community
and the general public have unlimited and free access to
the content as soon as it is published. Bioengineering
provides an advanced forum for the science and
technology of bioengineering. We would be pleased to
welcome you as one of our authors.
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